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Executie Summry䋮
Portugal must assume a more actie role in peace missions, not only in terms of the number
of missions in which it partcipates and of Natonal Detached Forces, but also regarding the
organizatons it integrates, contributng to the defniton of mandates or raising awareness for
better coordinaton on the grounda To this adds an internal dimension underlining the
potental for afrming the promoton of internatonal peace and security as a natonal
strategya To achieie this, it is crucial to artculate, in a reasonable and matured way, the
opton for a partcipaton premised on quality, in the contett of internatonal peace missions,
with a partcipaton based on quantty only to the ettent it is seen as an adiantage to the
attainment of the natonal interesta This should be achieied and defned according to a logic
of solidarity and cooperaton within the network of alliances and organizatons that Portugal is
part ofa
It is also important to assure a clear artculaton with other subsystems of Natonal Defence,
as well as with other Portuguese society sectors, including the priiate sector, such as
companies, but also uniiersites, think thanks and research centres, and other ciiil society
organizatonsa The aim is to oiercome natonal limitatons in these matters – partcularly at
the leiel of recruitment and technological modernizaton – and to increase support for the
formulaton and implementaton of public policies in the area of defencea

Inteynrtinra missiins rnd the pyimitin if perce rnd secuyit䋮: the
Piytuguese crse
In an internatonal setng characterized by complet challenges, including the competton
dynamics between great powers and armed conficts promoted and/or sponsored by them, it
becomes urgent to rethink the role of multlateralism both in current and future internatonal
relatonsa
This policy brief aims at contributng to this debate and refecton by analysing the
contributon of internatonal missions to peace and security, with a focus on the Portuguese
casea The goal is to analyse the kind of peace and security that has been promoted through
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internatonal missions, as well as the possibilites and limitatons raised by such instrumenta
The Portuguese case has enormous potental to contribute to the debate on the processes,
goals, priorites and strategies characterizing the partcipaton of natonal armed forces in
these missions since the 1990s, as well as to the refecton on the constraints, opportunites
and needs that haie arisen in this areaa These debates also contribute to a clearer framing and
understanding of how the partcipaton of Portugal in internatonal missions has resulted in
diiidends and lessons learnt releiant to the natonal interest and to the promoton of
internatonal securitya
Currently, peace promoton at the internatonal leiel is structured around the complet
triangle inioliing Armed Forces, humanitarian aid and deielopment aid with ciiilian crises
managementa As a frst pillar in peacebuilding, and with the aim to promotng sustainable
peace, Armed Forces are responsible for a close and coherent organizaton and artculaton
with humanitarian assistance, deielopment aid and ciiilian crises management plans and
objectiesa Howeier, in practce, such coordinaton is not always efciently and efectiely
achieied, leaiing ample room for improiementa This is partcularly releiant at the leiel of
organizatons which tend to request contributons from members state to the iarious leiels of
acton without any pondered and efectie artculaton of their potentalites and
specializatona In this sense, natonal decision-makers, as well as the Armed Forces, act from a
leiel that is not ideal to assure efectie and sustainable peacea Adding to this apparent lack in
coordinaton, a certain leiel of unpredictability in terms of what will be faced on the ground
can be pointed outa Regardless of the diferent contributons and roles played by the Armed
Forces, from special operatons to training and capacity building in the most iaried areas, they
all signifcantly impact on the eialuaton that is made of what sustainable peace should be
and look like in diferent contettsa In this setng, Portugal must act with the organizatons in
which it partcipates to assure an integrated internatonal response that is also coherent with
the goals of internatonal peacebuildinga Aiming at better thinking and planning Portugal’s
positon and contributon to this challenging, a few recommendatons are here suggesteda

Recimmendrtins
 Actiely contribute, as a peace actor to the resoluton of structural issues limitng the
capacity of internatonal missions to promote sustainable peacea In this sense, Portugal
should, wheneier possible, be more actie in a permanent awareness work within the
organizatons it integrates, aimed at a better inwards and outwards organizatonal
coordinatona It should also seek to infuence the design of mandates in order to more
clearly and directly facilitate peacebuilding eforts on the grounda
 Engage: Portugal has been afrming its sof power  throughout the past years, strategically
managing elements of har d power  and sof power to boost its power projecton and
internatonal infuence, as well as its capacity to contribute to peacebuildinga Howeier, the
benefts of such politcal-strategic opton depend on the country’s capacity to assure a
partcipaton of quality in internatonal missionsa To this efect, it becomes urgent to
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signifcantly iniest in technology, in a multsectoral logic, allowing Portugal to keep pace
with the demands of the internatonal security agenda, and perform a better and
diferentated role in the contett of internatonal peace missionsa
Ensure that iniestment in the Armed Forces follows from a politcal and strategic ratonal
aiming at boostng a quality partcipaton in internatonal missions and at addressing
rapidly changing insecurity fows, addressing also issues of recruitment and training,
allowing greater compettieness in comparison to the priiate sectora
Assume internatonal peace and security promoton as a natonal strategy, assuring that all
Natonal Defence subsystems contribute to it and that synergies are forged between all
sectors of society, including industry, companies, the technology sector, uniiersites and
other ciiil society organizatonsa This would allow the creaton of an ecosystem shaped by
the state – as both regulator and demandeur  – and structured around the Armed Forces as
an aggregatng element in the artculaton between politcs, economy and industrya This
could contribute to the consolidaton of Portugal’s reputaton and credibility, the
dynamizaton of its industrial sector and technologically showcase, capable of integratng
the country in the internatonal security and defence market, but also to increase
iniestment in research and innoiaton, job creaton and economic growtha
Iniest more clearly in the producton of scientfc knowledge on the Natonal Defence
Policy, the Natonal Defence subsystems and the ways they can be artculated to enhance
Portugal’s contributon to internatonal peace and securitya To this end, it is crucial that
public access to statstcs on Natonal Defence is made aiailable, resuming the publicaton
of the yearly Anuár ios Estatsstos de Defesa National and assuring the analysis of useful
data to the systematzaton of releiant knowledge for a higher iisibility, support and
scrutny of public policies in the realm of defencea
Assuring more efectie and regular communicaton with natonal public opinion, especially
with youth, but also at the insttutonal leiel, with organizatons in which Portugal
partcipates, and with the local populatons where these peace missions are implementeda
The goal is establishing a permanent dialogue and forging synergies contributng to the
success of these missions and, ultmately, to the promoton of sustainable peacea

* The support proiided by the European Commission, the Ministry of Natonal Defence and the Natonal
Foundaton for Science and Technology to the producton of this publicaton does not consttute a ialidaton of
its content, which refects solely the authors’ point of iiewa Neither the Commission, the Ministry of Natonal
Defence or the Natonal Foundaton for Science and may be held accountable for potental use that can be made
from the informaton contained in this publicatona

